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The M A A M A W  spirit and this book 

1 M A A M A W  is recognized as the European Workshop of Distributed AI and 
Mult i -Agent  Systems. However, since its begiuuiug, it has been chmacterised by a broader 
platform, due not to the addition of mere coutour topics just  to eularge the audience (the 
European DAI community  is not vew large), but, more strategically, to the identification of 
some promising intersections with other AI ,areas or with olher disciplines. 

The editors of this [x~ok earnestly p,'uticipated, wilh the other Program Committee members,  in 
this setting, trying to give DAI a cultural role as one of the most interesting inter-disciplinary 
areas, and not only as a technical, specialistic sub-field of A[. 

Let us mention just  lhree of those significant openings tow+uds other fields: 

Emerging Cooperation 

Since the beginning it has been recognized that for both applicative and theoretical reasons, it 
is relevant to develop and compare models of cooperation among agents with different levels 
of cog~itive complexity. For a general lheory of social interaction, it is necessary to develop 
notions like "cooperatiou", or "communication", or "norms, etc., both with deliberative agents 
and with reactive or subsymbolic  agents, in which those phenomena are not intentional or 
planned, but iust  +'emergent". Also in applicative conlexts, such as robotics,  it could be 
necessary to model coordination and common problem-solvine mnone very simple agents. 
This perspecnve implies giving special attention to the problem of subsymbolic architecture 
and to evolutionary and dynamic modelling so as to establish an explicit connection between 
DAI ,and that growing area called Artificial Life. That is why, sittce the beginning, one can find 
in M A A M A W  models  of reactive and of behaviouris t ic  agents, approaches  based on 
ecological concepts,  lhe application of concepts from complex dynamic  systems to the 
behaviour of the individual or of the group. In this book, we find the reactive approach of 
Ferber ' s  group to the simulation of it population of ants; neural-net organisms in evolution 
(Parisi et alii); "potenti~d fields" that control the complex dynamic behaviour of simple agents 
(Keamey). 
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Logic of Action and Agent Architecture 

M A A M A W  is interested not only in modelling coordination, negotiation, and so on, but also in 
connecting such social phenomena and deriving them from appropriate architectures of the 
social agent, or vice versa, in showing how society and groups shape the minds and the 
behaviours of  their members. The former alternative depends on the adoption of a 
"methodological individualism" or of a so called "psychological" perspectiye, while the latter 
alternative depends on a so called "sociological fimndatiolf' of DAI (Gasser) which claims that 
Society, rather than the individual, is the prius: "Society comes first". Thus, a dialogue 
between, on one side, current studies on the BDI (Belief-Desire-Goal) architectures and in 
general the theory of action, intention, belief, and, on the other side, Multi-Agent Systems, is 
necessary. Which agent's goals or beliefs its participation in social co-operation? Is it 
benevolent or self-interested? Is it trusting the other agents or evaluating their sincerity, 
competence and reliability'? Is it autonomous or slavish'? How a collective mind is formed? 
How are joint intentions related to the intentions of the individuals? In the book one can find 
papers relative to that important trend of convergence between DAI and agent/action theory 
and architecture (for ex. Shoham; Kinuy et alii). 

Social modelling and Social Simulation 

Like in Cognitive Modelling, so in Social Modelling AI is interested in describing and 
explaining (modelling) real social phenomena (such as negotiation, persuasion, alliances, 
conflicts, social hierarchies, etc.). This is because, on one side, contributing to a scientific 
theory of social behaviour and social structure could be one of the aims of AI (like that of 
contributing to Cognitive Science and to the understanding of human mind); on the other side, 
Artificial Intell igence systems should be inserted in and support the work and the 
communication among hum,'ms, both in organizations and in private interactions. Therelk~re, 
understanding, modeling and dealing with human interaction ,are necessary conditions for an 
effective integration of intelligent technologies in a society. 
Besides, many DAI models and platforms elicit issues which are very close to those related to 
the computer simulation approach in Social Sciences. That growing ,-u'ea has many contacts 
with this perspective on DAI. These contacts were explicit in MAAMAW: not only were the 
MAAMAW'92 chairs also co-organizers with Nigel Gilbert and .lira Doran, of the intenmtional 
workshops on "Simulating Societies" in 1992 and in 1993, but also. as you can see from this 
book, this was one of the topics of interest of our workshop. 

Now, we think, the motivation for the title of the book: "Artificial Social Systems", becomes 
clear. This is not, of course, the proposal of a new discipline (like AI), but just the stress on an 
important convergence among different domains: formal studies in Social Sciences, computer 
simulation in sociology and economy, social phenomena in Artificial Life, modelling 
interaction and organization in Artificial Intelligence, the creation and support of virtual 
communities of cooperating hybrid agents (individuals, data b~ses, knowledge based systems, 
intelligent software agents, robots, organizations). All this requires a theoretical understanding, 
an operational or formal characterization, the computer modelling of social interaction, and the 
creation of some "Artificial Social System". 
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This book is not reducible merely to the Proceedings of the M A A M A W  workshop held in 
S.Martino al Cimino (Italy) in 1992. For this reason as well it has a title that, on one side, 
stresses the special focus of the '92 workshop, and on the other side is oriented towards 
students who come not only from dm domain of  Distributed Artificial Intelligence, but also 
from general AI and Computer Science, and from Social Sciences. We asked the authors to 
give us an extended and updated version of their papers, and in some cases the works have 
turned out to be of a higher quality and different from the preliminary version presented at the 
workshop. We asked the invited speakers to contribute to the book with some current work of  
theirs. Therefore the research presented in the book is current and original.. 

2 The round-table discussions on "AI vs DAI" (Chair Van Dyke Parunak), and on 
"(D)AI, Social Simulation, and Soci~d Sciences" (Chair: John Campbell) were one of the most 
interesting aspect of MAAMAW'92 .  Let us propose tim main questions of these discussions to 
an enlarged audience. 

A I  v e r s u s  D A I :  W h e r e  a r e  w e  ? W h e r e  a r e  w e  g o i n g  ? 

1) What is the relationship between DA1 ,and classical AI ? Does DAI represent a change of 
p,'u-adigm within AI, i.e., a different philosophy of mind, an alternative view (social- 
distribuited vs individual) of intelligence (of action, lmowledge, meaning, etc.)? Or, at least, 
does DAI represent some salient aspect of a shift of paradigm in AI, characterized by more 
context-dependent and adaptive agents, by more changeable and unpredictable 
environments, by interaction as a necessary means for achieving desired outcomes'? 
Even though DAI might not be seen as a new paradigm, what is its contribution to the 
general problems of AI? Which are the advantages offered by "distributed" systems? 
How have the biases of single-agent AI influenced the fields of AI and DAI ? Are there 
new biases (say, collectivistic ones) introduced by DAI ? In general, what are in your view 
the limits of the theoretical and methodological broad lines of both AI and DAI ? 
What would be a "Turing Test" R~r DAI ? 
What is a critical real-world problem whose solution by a DAI researcher would most 
impress upon the general AI community the importance of DAI ? 

2) Is DAI concerned with interactions ,'unong intelligent agents, or are also social 
phenomena ,among reactive or sub-symbolic agents, as well as forms of  emergent 
cooperation, within its province? What are the relations and the differences between DAI 
and distributed processing systems? In other words, what is an "agent" and how is it 
different from a "prcvcessing unit" or from a "node" of a network, or from an "actor"? 

3) Is file exclusive or main aim of DAI that of designing, on the grounds of formal theories 
and experiments, systems (methods as well as artifacts) effective for problem solving 
through interaction? Or, is it also (or mainly) that of describing (however in idealized 
terms) "natural" social phenomena, and of providing some theoretical or experimental 
explanation of such phenomena? 
In other words, does DAI propose theories and models of natural social conditions, or does 
it have a "prescriptive" purpose (such as operational research or the theory of rational 
decision) with regmd to the methods for social interaction and efficient collective action? 
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4) Is DAI a relatively unified sub-discipline of AI? Is. it usefill to view "distribution" as a 
key problem that ties together tile work of various researchers, using various 
methodologies? 
Is it useful a better theoretical unification of DAI? and where is it to be found? Many 
crucial problems and concepts have been identified (such as coordination, organization, 
committment, negotiation, reasoning about others' minds) but what is lacking is a unifying 
framework. What is the role to be played in this framework either by the models of 
individual mind and action, or by the models provided by social and management sciences, 
or by formal theories? Do folk notions of interaction, based on concepts like coordination, 
cooperation, and negotiation, exert too much influence on DAI research? Not enough? 

5) How can the gap between implemented DAI systems and DAI theories be bridged? 
Should we demand that theoretical DAI have an obvious impact on implemented systems? 
What computational expectations should we have of DAI theories? 
(with the collaboration of Jeff Rosenschein) 

DAI,  Social S imulat ion  and Social Sciences 

As for the panel on "(D)AI, Social Simulation and Social Sciences", three points emerged from 
the debate: 

The general interest of DAI in social sciences models and problems, and vice versa; 
The notion of "emergence" and the problem of reductionism; 
The importance of more adequate, non metaphorical social notions in DAI, such as 
"groups", "negotiation", "norms", "power", "role", etc. 

The notion of Emergence 

As for the notion of Emergence, the discussion h,~s highlighted the presence of a confusion 
among different kinds or notions of "emergence", some implying the temporal or 
developmental dimension, other implying a relationship between subsymbolic and symbolic, 
others relative to the micro-macro link in sociology (i.e. the link between the individual 
features, actions, and intentions, m~d the establishment of a collective mind or of a collective 
unintended functional behaviour). It was also argued against the reduction of emergent 
functional cooperation to subsymbolic or reactive agents, as if it were impossible to have 
functional cooperation among deliberative agents beyond their awareness and intentions. 

Impact on Social Sciences 

DAI is expected to have, on social sciences, (Sociology, Social Psychology, Economy, 
Pragmatics, Organization Science, etc.) an impact comparable to the revolutionary impact of 
At on Psychology (with the rising of Cognitive Science). Many social sciences need, on one 
side, well defined, formal or operationalized, conceptual instruments: on the other side, 
instruments for experimenting oil mind and oll .,;ocial forms and evolution. 
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DAI could significantly contribute to both these theoretical and methodological aspects. It can 
furnish for example, formal or computational models of social-cognitive agent architecture; it 
can provide platforms for experimenting social coordination, organization, or change. 
In particular, we think that, with respect m some important formal models of social action (like 
Game Theory), or with respect to some more traditional, mathematical approaches to Social 
Simulation, DAI uniquely allows to predict or discover, by simulation, social complex 
behaviour or trends emerging from a complex but modelled cognitive activity. In general, DAI 
is unique in accounting jointly for the social dyn,'unics and for the internal architecture and 
dynamics of the agent (such as reactivity, or planning, or belief revision, etc.). 

F r o m  Social Science to DAI 

The other direction of the relation is important as well: the one from Social Science to DAI. 
Social Sciences could offer to DAI both: 

Many important, puzzling, and well studied but unresolved problems of social interaction 
(such as reciprocation and the possibility of cooperation am~mg self-interested agents; the 
source of norms and authority; or the relationships between efficiency/efficacy and the kiud of 
group and organization; and 

Some relevant formal approaches and theories about human action (at least in very 
idealized conditions), like rational decision theory, economic theory, G~une theory. AI should 
use and absorb these theories critically, without forgetting that they are under debate, from 
both a philosophical and an empirical point of view, in their original disciplines. 

Metaphor ica l  notions 

As for this last point, frequenlly enough DAI social notions are merely metaphoric~d: they just 
remind the correspondenl social noticms (like contract, negotiation, commit,nent, te,'un, etc.), 
but do not account for many crucial aspects of these notions in analysing true social 
phenomena. We think that social notions in DAI should be more descriplively adequate, closer 
to (but more precise thau) their corresponding sociological notiolls. This is not only for 
scientific adequacy, but also because there is the need m application as well, for a subtler 
discrimination and more articulated conditions. For example, we must be able to discriminate 
among different forms of "cooperation", without mixing up social exchange and altruistic help, 
forced obedience and spontaneous collatx~ration. 

The book. of course, not only refers to the topics mentioned above, but is also rich of 
significant DAI and Multi-Agent languages models, and plalfonns. Also some important 
problems of applicalion are discussed. It is worth re,niuding that MAAMAW organizes each 
year an Olympics for some demonstrations of DAI applications. 
Let us now shortly describe the parts and the chapters of the book. 
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3 The book is divided in five sections: Artificial Life and Reactive Systems, Social 
Modelling and Simulation, Economics and G,'une Theory, Multi-Agent Planning, DAI Tools 
and Applications 

Artificial Life and Reactive Systems 

Alexis Drogoul and Jacques Ferber in their paper describe a general model of simulation of 
complex societies based on the simulation of the behaviour of its individuals. The aim is to 
contribute to the understanding of "emergence" in ecological and sociological systems; to 
enlighten the mechanisms of sociogenesis and the micro-macro link. They also present a multi- 
agent simulation system EMF based on the definition of reactive agents whose behaviour is 
governed by the selection of simple competing tasks due to stimulus perception. On such a 
basis they describe the MANTA project which is aimed at modelling an entire ant society and 
its evolution. The architecture of the agents, their various roles and behaviours are specified, 
and some early experimental results ,are presented. 

Paul .L Kearny applies field theory to the behaviour of individual agents. To determine such a 
behaviour he uses a mechanism anaiogous to potentials tlwt determine the motion of particles 
in a potential field. Applied to the agents potentials can be thought of as representing their 
motivations (fear, hunger, etc.). In such a sub-symbolic fi'amework (wilh reference to a certain 
MAAMAW tradition), a series of experiments investigale the dynamic behaviour of systems of 
coupled agents. The behaviour of the coupled systems can be extremely complex even when 
agents are very simple. Insightful considerations arise concerning animai instincts, collective 
intelligence, m~d emerging c(x+peration 

Domenico Parisi, Ugo Piazzalunga, Federico Cecconi, and Daniele Denaro present 
simulations of populations of simple organisms living together in the s,'une environment, in 
order to study social aggregation as an emerging phenomenon. The evolution of neural 
networks is simulated using genetics algorifluns. Spatial aggregations emerge evolutionarily, 
not only as a by-product of the spati,'d distribution of resources, but also as an advantageous 
adaptation of living inside soci,'d groups ("inflmnation centres"), and as a pre-condition for 
learning from others. 

Joseph Bates, A. Bryan Loyall. W. Scott Reilly present the emotions and social behaviour of 
Lyotard, a simulated house cat in an Oz micro-world. The Oz project at Carnegie Mellon 
University is developing technology lot arlislically interesting simulated worlds. An agent 
architecture, called Tok, is described, which support perception, reactivity, goals, emotions, 
and interaction. Behaviours are related to emotions and goals. Even a quite simple agent like 
Lyotard exhibits interesting attitudes and social behaviours. 

Social Modelling and Simulation 

Bjorn Lomborg's work faces with the evolution of cooperation and of its stability. This 
research integrates noise, misunderstandings (that ,are fatal for the well known Tit-for-Tat 
strategy) in a real evolution,try fi-amework with a large pool of competing strategies, and with 
thousands of individuals and generations. The simulation shows that cooperation stability is 
possible even under high levels of noise. The multi-agent approach and the computer 
simulation offer interesting solutions to this problem of cooperation ensuing in the Iterated 
Prisoner's Dilemma, that analytical Game Theory cannot be expected to solve. The main result 
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is the fact that rite unexpected stability of cooperation is due to the coexistence of many 
different behavioural strategies that compose the emergent phenomenon. In political terms: 
pluralism seems to be a b~L,;is for the ensuing and stability of cooperation. 

Stephen Marsh analyses the role of Trust from the point of view of an agent interacting in a 
Multi-Agent world in which there could be in'esponsible and malew,lent agents. He defines a 
specific notion of Trust which capture some important features of the common sense notion, 
but not all its connotations. Thanks to these features this notion exhibits its Usefulness in a DAI 
context allowing the agent to take some risks in social cooperation, but also to be prepared to 
cheating and to minimising potential d,'unage. We think that this kind of notions (like the 
related notions of "reputation", "responsibility", "reliability", "credibility", etc.) will be crucial 
in the development of both the theory and the applications, insofar as to treat with truly 
autonomous, selfish, and heterogeneous agents will be needed. 

E c o n o m i c s  and  G a m e  T h e o r y  

M A A M A W  anticipated the currently growing area that at IJCAI'93 has received the n,'une of 
"Artificial Economics". Also in this volume one finds papers in which either DAI concepts and 
architectures are used to model economic interactions and phenomena, or economic constructs 
and theories are used in AI to account for mulli-agent decisions or dynmnic equilibrium. 
A special significance is attached to G,'une Theory, given its role for a formal approach to 
many social phenomena: from economics, to politics, to ethics, to sociology. Game Tlteory, in 
a certain sense, is playing the role of an "interface" between AI and Social Science (see also 
Lomborg, and Marsh). This is acceptable, provided lhat one does not assume G,-une Theory 
just as a technical instrument, bul as a colnplex approach with many philosophical and 
methodological probleins, and with many limitations as a general theo,y of social behaviour. 

In the paper by Gilad Zlotkin and .leffrey Rosenschein we are dealing with the problem of 
the efficiency and the stability of outcomes m a negotiation process among utililarian agents. 
These agents have incomplete information about each other. In particular, they know about the 
goals of the other agents, but they ignore the value, the "worth" that the agent attach to their 
goals. To negotiate, an agent must declare this worth; thus, which is the best declaration 
strategy the agent should adopt for increasing its utility? 

Kazuhiro Kuwabara and Toru lshMa discuss the hypothesis whether the market metaphor 
is the appropriate foundation for distributed systems. They analyse two classical 
microeconomic approaches to resource allocation problems: the explicitly cooperative 
approach, in which each agent kmows the global utility function, calculates the marginal utility, 
and exchanges its value with the other agents: the competittve approach, in which agents 
compete with one other, yet they are expected to contribute to global utility through an 
invisible hand. They propose a third approach (symbiotic) thai neither inw~lves explicit 
cooperation nor competition mnong the agents. They show through simulation that the 
proposed symbiotic approach is effective for a distributed resource allocation where a global 
objective function should be guaranteed, and they claim that this approach reduce 
communication between agems. 

Tile paper by ,k~se" Castro Cal&ls and Hehler Coelho proposes DA1 techniques as valid 
instruments to operationalize and make expefimenls about economic theories. DAI can provide 
a compulational test-bellch for research in economic interaction. In particular, in the paper the 
DAI agents play the role of producers in an oligopolistic market, and they exhibit behaviour 
similar to human agents playing an analogous role. 
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Wynn Stirling's paper presents an agent architecture based on the theory of the "epistemic 
utility" of knowledge, that accounts for agent's preferences, beliefs, decisions, risk taking. This 
model is applied to a multi-agent situation to produce coordinated decision making. 
Coordination is obtained among heterogeneous and autonomous agents thanks to the fact that 
agents are able to reason about the epistemic utility of the other agents. 

Coordination and Multi-Agent Planning 

In the paper by Edmund H. Durfee, Daniel Danzouth. Marcus Hubel; Thomas Montgomery, 
and Sand~p Sen. a very interesting and powerful analysis of c~rdinat iou as a search process is 
presented. The individual agents must find appropriate activities that allow them to achieve 
individual and collective goals. It is highlighted how tradilionally distinct coordination 
taehniques can be viewed as search processes. Their simil,'u'ity, but at different levels of 
abstraction, is explained. Temporal and interdependence aspects of collective activities are 
accounted for, so that search coincides with organizational design or distributed resource 
scheduling. The paper stresses the role of abstraction and knowledge in this distributed se,'u'ch 
process. Promising applications ,are presenled about distributed meeting scheduling, and 
coordinating multi-robot arms. 

To reach consensus in their coordination, agents could negotiate, but they could ,also vote. 
Which voting mechanisms prevent the agents from manipulation by untruthful agents? In Etan 
Ephrati and JeffRosenchein's paper, this vote inechanism is applied to group planning. Just 
expressing their local preferences step by step, the agents increment;dly construct a common 
plan that brings the group to a state maximising the global utility. It is clear the interest of this 
new multi-agent planning technique in assuring social welt)are among heterogeneous agents, 
and in repressing insincerity. 

The work by David Kinny, Magnus Ljungberg. Anand Rat, Elizabeth Sonenberg, Gil 
Tidhar, Eric Werner provides a fr~unework for planned le,'un activity in which to explore such 
aspects of joint action as: temn formation, role assignmenl, joint plan execution, and co- 
ordinated recovery from faihu'e. A language for specifying joint plans at a te,'un level is 
introduced. It is assumed that plans ,'u'e supplied in advance to agenls rather than being 
generated as required. Intentions capture agents' commitments to joint activily. Joint intention 
is analysed as a conjtmctiou of individual intentions together with mutual beliefs about the 
intentions of other individuals. Joiul intention t,~es into accoanl also the responsibility of 
members of a team to commnnicate their faihu'es to other members. The formalism provides 
an effective framework for reasoning about joint actions, roles, skills, reruns, commitments, 
and co-ordination in executing complex plans. 

DAI Tools and Applications 

Carl Hewitt's paper introduces components (Participants, Communications, Events, 
Relationships, Summaries) and services of .loint Activities in Mobile Distributed 
Telecomput ing  Archi tecture .  Services of Presenta t ion/Interact ion management ,  
Meeting/Encounter management. Discourse manageinent,  Organizational Relationship 
management, Project/Task management, and Process management, ,are identified. In particular, 
it is shown how Electronic Organization and .loint Activities can improve the rapidity of 
response and the robustness of the distributed c~• system. 

Yoav Shoham provides a summary of recent research with the Agent Oriented 
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Programming (AOP), and an overview of  this well known approach. AOP can be viewed as a 
specialization of object-oriented progr,'umning, where the state of the agent is its mental state. 
In fact the state of  an agent consists o f  beliefs, choices, capabilities, commitments,  etc. An 
extension of  standard epistetnic logic is introduced to capture those mental states. It includes 
temporal ized knowledge  and bel ief  operators, and operators for capabili ty,  choice,  and 
commitment.  The agent programs, which control the agent behaviours,  include also some 
speech-act primitives,  like informing, requesting, offering, for communica t ing  with other 
agents. 

One of  the important problems faced in a cooperating community  of experts is how to 
detect and resolve conflicts occurring at any phase of problem solving. Faruk Polat and Altay 
Guvenir present a model in which the agents are not assumed to have a global confl ict  
resolution knowledge. Each agent has its own conflict knowledge which is separated from its 
domain level knowledge. The conflict resolution knowledge is not accessible and known by 
others. Each agent involved in a conflict is free IO choose a resolution scheme according to its 
self-interest. This decentralized problem-solver model is described by using an ex,'unple in the 
domain of collaborative office deign. 

.lacqueline Ayel's paper analyses production managemem decisions in Computer  Integrated 
Manufacturing. The coordmalion of decisions cannot be viewed as a mere problem of Data 
Sharing between decision Inaker systems: the managelnenl of conflicts between them should 
be taken into account. The paper presents an arclmeclure in which the " superv i s ion"  
(coordination and synchronization) is analysed as a distributed task. A layer of cooperating 
"Local-Control lers"  is introduced. Each Local-Controller is a knowledge-based  reactive 
system which uses a blackboard mechanism.  Various kinds of cooperat ion and various 
decisional politics are presented. 

MAKILA is a tool, developed by Karmelo Urzelai and Francisco Garijo, for the 
construction ol + societies of distributed agents, that use negotiation to cooperate. The model is 
supported by a blackbo+u-d architecture that is kept hidden, under the user's interface functions. 
A predefined agent traces every established COlltracl and guarantees a social control. The 
model is tested on an Urgent Medical Assistance problem. The main adwmtages of  the system 
are tram the knowledge engineering point of view. 

Lvnne Hall, Linda Macauloy and Greg O'Hare's paper focuses on how Io provide an ideal 
interaction situation for the users in relation to a DA1 system. They look at l Jser-DAI system 
interaction as at a Group problem solving and analyse tile nature of Ihe problem-solving 
environmelu, of group inleraclion (anlagonish cooperalivr elc.), of the activity. The forms of 
interaction are clarified through considemticm of the CID1M applicalion within the ARCHON 
project. Various possible user roles are idemilied. The conclusion (premise to a methodology 
for DA1 system and user interface design) is thai lor cognilively complex tasks, tile optimuln is 
when the user is interacting with the DAI svslem as a partially inlegrated entily. 

Cristiano Castelfrai~chi (*) and Eric Wemer Roma, April 1994 
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